
AP Psychology – Summer Assignment 2018 

The summer assignment is designed as a pre-learning activity to help establish a common starting point for 

the history, approaches, and research methods of psychology. The goal of this self-guided reading works 

almost like a “speed round” through the course introductory materials, which allows us to establish a common 

starting point for our discussion, and maximize the time that we spend on more advanced concepts 

throughout our year of study in closer detail. 

While you’re reading the first two chapters of your psychology textbook, each student is asked to make their 

own version of the graphic organizers outlined below. These charts should be completed in your course 

notebook, and we will refer back to each regularly throughout our yearlong study of psychology. 

You will need a one-subject notebook for our class.  Please complete these assignments inside your notebook. 

This assignment is equivalent to a test grade and worth approximately 1/5th of your Quarter One grade.  If you 

have any questions, please contact me at szimmerman@bishopoconnell.org.  

Ms. Zimmerman 

Textbook:  Myers, D. G. (2014). Myers' Psychology for AP® (second edition). New York: Worth /BFW. 

ISBN-10: 1-4641-1307-6 ISBN-13: 978-1-4641-1307-9 

Part One:  Chapter 1 – Psychology’s History and Approaches 

The goal of this first chart is to trace key psychological approaches and their respective viewpoints, focuses, 

and relevant information. When reading the course textbook, copy the information from page 12 into the first 

two columns of your version of the chart. Use the third column to make additional notes regarding relevant 

information and any other pertinent details that you encounter while reading throughout the chapter. 

a. Read Chapter One (pages 1 – 24) 

b. Make your own hand-written chart of the Seven Approaches to Psychology (you can use the one on page 12 

for inspiration and fill it in with other information you learn from the rest of the chapter). Example: 

Approach: Focus/Viewpoint: Other information: 
1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
6   
7   
c. Define all the terms and key contributors on page 26 – Terms and Concepts to Remember. (This answer only 

can be typed or hand-written.) 

d. Answer both questions in the “Before you move on” box on page 17. 

Your completed Chapter 1 assignment will be due on the second day of school (Friday, Aug. 31). The completed 

assignment is worth 60 points. 
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Part Two:  Chapter 2 – Research Methods 
 
The purpose of this second chart is to provide a quick reference for each of the three research methods of 

psychology that we will be discussing throughout the year. When reading the course textbook, use your 

notebook to copy the information from page 53 into your own handwritten version of the chart like the one 

shown below. We will make regular use of this chart throughout the year, and it is essential that you have a 

handwritten copy in your course notebook for quick reference in class discussions and assignments. 

a. Read Chapter Two (pages 30 – 70) 

b. Make your own hand-written chart comparing research methods (you can use the one on page 53  for 

inspiration). Example: 

Research 
Method 

Basic Purpose How conducted What is 
manipulated 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Descripted      
Correlational      
Experimental      
 

c. Answer both questions in the “Before you move on” box on page 54. 

d. Define all the terms on page 71 – Terms and Concepts to Remember. (This answer only can be typed or 

hand-written.) 

Your completed Chapter 2 assignment will be due on the second day of school (Friday, Aug. 31). The completed 

chapter two assignment is worth 40 points. 
 

 

TOTAL POINTS FOR BOTH CHAPTERS:  100 points 
Assignment due Friday, August 31st, 2018 (second day of school) 

 

Please don’t hesitate to email me during the summer if you have any questions. 

 

 

 

 

Ms. Zimmerman 

szimmerman@bishopoconnell.org 
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